NOTE: GLAZING MATERIAL FOR ALL KD UNITS AND GLAZED UNITS MUST CONFORM TO ANSI Z97.1 AND CPSC STANDARD 16 CFR 1201 CATEGORY I AND II.

VERTICAL CROSS SECTION

HORIZONTAL CROSS SECTION

NOTE
USE SCV52 GLAZING VINYL FOR 3/16" THICK GLASS
USE SCV57 GLAZING VINYL FOR 1/4" THICK GLASS

DOOR GLASS WIDTH = UNIT WIDTH - 1 5/8"

TOP RAIL = 4 3/8"
BOTTOM RAIL = GLASS WIDTH - 1/4"

CURB = UNIT WIDTH

REV. #1
DATE: 9/2/06

SERIES | UNIT | WIDTH & HEIGHT | DOOR GLASS
-------|------|----------------|-----------------
3600   | 3600 | 37" X 66"      | WIDTH AS DETERMINED*
       |      |               | HEIGHT = 63 1/2"
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